We would like to thank the reviewer for the important and helpful comments. We will address the reviewer's suggestions in detail below. 
The study is an important contribution to the topic and although it focuses on a single domain and a single day it makes a convincing case. The restriction to this setup reduces the representativeness of the results but on the other hand allows the authors to demonstrate the separate effects of limited resolution of surface reflectance, a priori NO2 and aerosols very clearly. Furthermore, the authors argue convincingly that the results of the selected case study are typical and relevant since a substantial fraction of the global population is living in coastal areas similar to the chosen domain.

The paper is generally very well written and structured, previous literature is adequately referenced, and the data analysis is scientifically robust. I found the joint presentation of spatial maps of air mass factors (AMFs) together with AMF frequency distributions in comparison with the low-resolution
, although this problem is likely less pronounced at the wavelengths where NO2 is retrieved than in the oxygen A We agree with the comments of the reviewer. The agreement between the Koelemeijer and the domain averaged reflectance is a coincidence, low resolution data such as the Koelemeijer reflectance is not appropriate in h the problem is much smaller at 440 nm than at 700 nm (see figure) . Our choice of the Koelemeijer data base was motivated by the fact that it was widely used in satellite data analysis including high resolution O -P1905, L16: Here and at many other places the format of the references is not correct. E.g. " Martin et al., 2003 " should be "Martin et al. (2003 We have changed the title of section 3.5 to "Over as suggested.
With respect to the difference between "error" and "uncertainty" the more appropriate word to use here. If we look at the many different AMFs calculated at high resolution for one single low resolution AMF, this reflects the uncertainty in the AMF values. Applying these uncertain AMFs to real measurements will result in NO2 errors (deviations between the true NO2 column and the retrieved NO2 column). From this point of view, we discuss retrieval errors due to uncertainties in the (Popp et al., Atmos. 483, 2011) , although this problem is likely less pronounced at the wavelengths where NO2 is retrieved than in the oxygen A-band region mostly considered in that study.
We agree with the comments of the reviewer. The agreement between the Koelemeijer and the domain averaged reflectance is a coincidence, low resolution data such as the Koelemeijer reflectance is not appropriate in heterogeneous areas such as coastal areas and the problem is much smaller at 440 nm than at 700 nm (see figure) . Our choice of the Koelemeijer data base was motivated by the fact that it was widely used in satellite data analysis including high resolution OMI data until very recently.
P1905, L16: Here and at many other places the format of the references is not correct. E.g. "Martin et al., 2003" should be "Martin et al. (2003)"
P1907, L25: Why not call this section "Overall error" rather than "Vertical column uncertainties", or maybe "Overall error in AMFs and vertical NO2 columns"? The previous sections were addressing the different contributions individually, while this section presents a synthesis and the term "overall" would reflect this. Accordingly, the first few sentences could be adapted to make clear that this section addresses the overall uncertainty for AMFs and for NO2 columns both with respect to relative which are identically for AMF and NO2) and with respect to absolute errors in NO2 columns. What is mostly called "uncertainties" in Section 3.5 are in fact rather systematic errors if we assume that the high (15 km) resolution results provide the truth. I therefore suggest giving more weight to the term "error" as opposed to "uncertainty" in this section, e.g. by changing the titles of equations 3 and 4 to "Absolute Error" and "Relative Error", respectively.
We have changed the title of section 3.5 to "Overall uncertainties in AMFs and NO2 columns" With respect to the difference between "error" and "uncertainty" we feel that uncertainty is the more appropriate word to use here. If we look at the many different AMFs calculated at for one single low resolution AMF, this reflects the uncertainty in the AMF values. Applying these uncertain AMFs to real measurements will result in NO2 errors (deviations between the true NO2 column and the retrieved NO2 column). From this point of discuss retrieval errors due to uncertainties in the a priori estimation.
Section 4.2: This section should be called "Sensitivity to solar zenith angle" rather than Application to other seasons" since by neglecting the effects of NO2 profile changes, emissions and (not even mentioned) seasonal changes in surface reflectance, the analysis is too limited for a realistic
e of the domain average reflectance of 0.04 with the GOME LER value is probably just a coincident. Quite a large part of the selected domain is covered by ocean for which a constant value of 0.04 has been chosen which happens to be the same value as given by the LER database. The Koelemeijer data is generally problematic along coastlines (Popp et al., Atmos. 483, 2011) , although this problem is likely less pronounced at the wavelengths region mostly considered in that study.
We agree with the comments of the reviewer. The agreement between the Koelemeijer and the domain averaged reflectance is a coincidence, low resolution data such as the eterogeneous areas such as coastal areas and the problem is much smaller at 440 nm than at 700 nm (see figure) . Our choice of the Koelemeijer data base was motivated by the fact that it was widely used in satellite data We agree and changed.
-P1914, L5: "cloud system" -> "cloud systems"
Corrected.
-P1914, L27: "over the area" -> "over an area"
Corrected. Popp et al. (AMT 2011) which I suggest to reference here.
-Section 4.4 on Cloud
We agree and added the additional reference.
-P1915, line 13: a bracket is missing here
